Abstract-The knowledge of amplitude and location of sliding scattering centers is necessary for low detectable streamlined targets in many applications, such as precise estimation of shape or velocity of targets, and also target tracking and recognition. Based on the thorough analysis of scattering characteristics, the scattering center features of streamlined targets are presented which demonstrate the dependence of location and amplitude on the target orientation relative to the radar. Then based on these features, an accurate scattering center model for streamlined targets is proposed. The parameters of this model is estimated by genetic algorithm, and then the given model with estimated parameters is validated by full wave numerical method allowing precise backscattered data computation.
INTRODUCTION
The signatures shown in range profiles, radar images and timefrequency presentations (TFR) are determined by the scattering characteristics of the observed scenario including targets and environments, though they are also affected by the resolutions, the level of side-lobes and noise induced by external interference to some extent. The scattering characteristics generally refer to the amplitude and phase distribution characteristics of scattered field in frequencies and orientations. Different models were proposed for describing the features of scattered waves by the complex electromagnetic environments [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . For extended target in free space, scattering center model [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] is the most effective model for describing the features of scattered waves by the target. For higher accuracy of radar signal simulation or parameter estimation, the scattering center model should be built based on the scattering characteristics of the extended target rather than the signatures shown in radar or optical images on the consideration of target as a set of fixed scattering centers.
From the view of radar signal processing, scattering center model is more practical than scattering characteristics as it is provides straight relationship between the signatures in radar images and the physical features of targets, and thus are broadly used in many radar applications, such as shape, velocity and other physical parameters estimation [6, 7] , automatic target recognition (ATR) [8, 9] , radar image interpretation [10] [11] [12] , and radar data compression [13] [14] [15] , etc.. The scattering centers due to scattering sources at discontinuities of surface, such as spires, corners and gaps, etc., have been of concern in applications of geometry parameter estimation, radar target tracking and recognition for decades [16] [17] [18] , for their scattering characteristics being stable within a relatively wide radar observation angle. The existing scattering centers models include the classical GTD (Geometrical Theory of Diffraction) based model [19] and the attributed scattering center model [20, 21] . The latter additionally provides the intensity dependence of scattering center on orientation of target relative to radar.
Many modern radar targets are designed to have a streamlined shape for two reasons: to reduce the aerodynamic resistance and to lower target detectability. Scattering centers on streamlined surface have the tendency of sliding with the change of observation directions by radar, which is not considered in the existing scattering models. The sliding of scattering center leads to the changes of signatures in radar image and also the changes of Doppler frequencies, which results in serious problems in parameter estimation, target tracking and recognition [22] .
To tackle this problem, the features of scattering centers on streamlined target are investigated based on a thorough analysis of scattering characteristics. For a better description of these features, an appropriate model of sliding scattering centers is presented in this paper. A parameter estimation approach based on this model is also demonstrated. Then in order to validate the presented model, the results of simulations based on this model are compared with the results based on the accurate backscattered data computed by the full wave numerical method, namely hybrid finite element-boundary integral-multilevel fast multipole algorithm (FE-BI-MLFMA) [23] [24] [25] .
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the features of the scattering center on the streamlined smooth surface through the analysis of scattering characteristics. Section 3 introduces the sliding scattering center model, which can accurately describe the amplitude and location of scattering centers on streamlined smooth surface. Then we verify the suggested model in Section 3 by a comparison of the results of simulations based on this model and the results based on FE-BI-MLFMA. Then the discussion of the obtained results is presented in Section 4.
FEATURES OF SCATTERING CENTERS OF STREAMLINED TARGETS
For target with streamlined smooth surface, the change patterns of sliding scattering centers in amplitude and location are determined essentially by its particular scattering characteristics. To establish the relationship between the scattering characteristics and features of scattering centers, the scattering characteristics of two targets with different smooth surfaces are investigated here. Their geometry structures are illustrated in Fig. 1 . Target I has a shape of a half-ellipse. Target II has a shape of revolution body with the surface defined by the revolution of a curve relative to axisẑ: z = −83.3945y 4 given frequency band, so the analysis given in this paper is restricted by the optical scattering region consideration.
The scattering characteristics of θ within [0, 90 • ] which are more concerned in practical application, hence are investigated particularly in the following. According to Fig. 2(a) , it can be seen that the RCS of Target I increase gradually while θ increases from 0 • to 90 • . To interpret this phenomenon, the amplitude of backscattered field and the reciprocal of curvature (1/κ, κ is the curvature) of the smooth surface are shown alongside in Fig. 4 . The results show clear conformity of two curves. The increase of 1/κ accordingly corresponds to the increase of the back-reflection perpendicular to the curved surface (called perpendicular back-reflection for short), hence the result in Fig. 4 implies that main contributions into the backscattered field are made by the perpendicular back-reflection, in other words, the dominant scattering center of the curved surface is primarily caused by the perpendicular back-reflection. In fact, the results shown in Figs. 2-5 verify the broadly approved conclusion for optical scattering that the scattering can be approximately computed by ray tracing approach. We, however, will extend this concept analyzing how the location and amplitude of scattering center on smooth surface change when the incident direction of radar wave varies. The dominant scattering center of the curved surface is caused by perpendicular back-reflection, therefore, the location of scattering center on curved surface corresponds to the place where perpendicular back-reflection occurs, and slides when radar observation directions changes, as illustrated in Fig. 6 , the sliding scattering center on the smooth surface is denoted as SC1; the amplitude of sliding scattering center is related to the size of the local surface contributing into the perpendicular back-reflection, therefore, is determined by both its particular curved surface function and radar observation directions. The dependent features of location and amplitude of scattering center on radar observation directions for streamlined target is not covered by exiting scattering center models.
If another scattering center, except for SC1, is presented nearby, for example when θ = 70 • ∼ 90 • in Figs. 4 and 5, the change of the amplitude of backscattered field is not coherent with the change of 1/κ, because the backscattered field is now composed by surface reflection and edge scattering. In order to represent the characteristics of sliding scattering centers, the TFRs of backscattered waves while two targets rotating alongx axis in plane of z-y are given in Figs. 7 and 8. The parameters are set as: the duration time is 1 s; the rotation frequency is 0.25 Hz; the initial position of rotational axis isẑ; the operational frequencies are 4 GHz and 2 GHz for Target I and II respectively. The joint time-frequency method used in this paper is the short-time Fourier transform [26, 27] .
To validate that the location of the scattering center corresponds to the place where perpendicular back-reflection occurs, the simulated Doppler frequency curve of sliding scattering center SC1 is compared with the real signatures in TFR of backscattered signal from the extended target, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8 . The results show prefect agreement between them. To show the distinctive characteristics of the sliding scattering center from the fixed scattering center, the Doppler frequency curves of the fixed points (denoted as SC3 in Fig. 6 ) on the top of two targets are also shown in Figs. 7 and 8 . The difference of Doppler frequencies between sliding and fixed scattering center implies that errors will be caused in velocity estimation based on Doppler frequency if the sliding scattering center is considered to be fixed on target.
As a conclusion we can state, that dominant scattering centers on target with streamlined surface are primarily caused by perpendicular back-reflection. The locations where dominant perpendicular backreflections arise will change with orientations, therefore, the scattering centers slide along the surface while radar observation direction varies. The amplitude of sliding scattering center is proportional to the size of local surface contributing into perpendicular back-reflection, but it will be interfered by other scattering sources nearby, which makes the change pattern of amplitude hard to predict analytically by only simple forms of functions, such as sinc function and exponential function.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF SLIDING SCATTERING CENTER MODEL
Comparing with the classical GTD model, the attributed scattering center model further provides the dependent amplitude of scattering center on target orientation relative to radar. The attributed scattering center model is described by Eq. (1). In contrast to [20] , this model describes three-dimensional distributed scattering centers for extended targets, and, therefore, the locations of scattering centers are expressed by vectors rather than scalar as in [20] .
In Eq. 
The exponential factor e (j π 2 α) is independent on frequency and orientation, therefore, will not affect the result of Fourier transform or joint time-frequency transform. Thus, it is ignored in the following analysis and the simplified version of Eq. (1) will be considered:
where
From Eqs. (1)- (4), it can be seen that the attributed scattering model has few limitations: first, in the phase related term, exp −j 4πf c r i ·n los , the location vector r i = (x i , y i , z i ) is considered as being invariant to ξ(θ, φ), which is not true for scattering centers on streamlined smooth surface; second, the amplitude A m (ξ; ϑ) is expressed by simple functions, which can hardly describe the variation in the amplitude of sliding scattering center, due to the change of surface curvature or the interference by the coupled scattering in presence of multiple scattering centers.
According to the previous section, the scattering centers on smooth surface have two features: first, the location of scattering center slides with the change of orientation, which means that the location vector r i should be a function of ξ (θ, φ) ; second, the amplitude of scattering center changes when the curvature of smooth surface varies, and it gets more complex if other scattering sources are presented nearby.
Thus, we suggest a sliding scattering model for the target of smooth surface, as given by Eq. (5).
In Eq. (5), the location vector r i is now a function of ξ , and it can be derived based on the surface function of target, as given in appendix A; the amplitude A s (ξ, P, Q)is now described by a fractional polynomial function, as given by Eq. (6).
where P = [P 0 , P 1 , . . . , P n ] and Q = [Q 0 , Q 1 , . . . , Q m−1 ] are polynomial coefficient vectors. Based on the principle of model-based parameter estimation (MBPE) [28, 29] , a fractional polynomial function has the ability of fitting any rational function, subject to polynomial order and coefficients. Therefore, the amplitude of sliding scattering center of any specific shape of streamlined target or the amplitude in presence of multiple scattering can be described in such a way. The scattering model given above is also suitable for the other kind of scattering center when the location of scattering centers is known a priori. Higher polynomial orders in Eq. (6) are able to fit more complex function, but result in longer computation time and more possibility of local optimum in coefficients estimation. Therefore, to balance these factors, the polynomial orders are set as n = 21, m = 20 in this paper.
When target is rotationally symmetrical, scattering characteristics are independent on φ, so the orientation can be simplified to ξ(θ, φ) = θ. We will mainly focus on the variation of scattering centers due to orientation and the frequency of the backscattered signal will be assumed not changing, so (f /f c ) α = 1. Actually, the variation of RCS is relatively small for streamlined targets (as shown in Figs. 2 and  3) , so the results obtained in this paper can be expanded to a wider frequency band to some extent.
PARAMETER ESTIMATION OF THE SLIDING SCATTERING CENTER MODEL
In order to validate the suggested sliding scattering center model, the estimation of model parameters is implemented, and then the comparison of simulated results based on this model with the backscattered data computed by FE-BI-MLFMA is made. Both Targets I and II have two dominate scattering centers (marked as SC1 and SC2 in Fig. 6 ). SC1 is responsible for the perpendicular backreflection on the surface and SC2 for back scattering by the bottom edge. Both of them are sliding scattering centers, however there is a difference as SC1 slides only if θ changes, while SC2 slides only if φ changes. Though the backscattering of SC1 and SC2 are interfered with each other when ordination angle θ approaching to 90 • , the backscattering intensity of SC1 can still be described by the fractional polynomial function given above. And since the estimation process of two scattering centers are generally the same, so parameters estimation of SC2 is ignored here.
Both nonparametric and parametric methods are usually used to estimate parameters of scattering centers. Nonparametric methods extract parameters of scattering centers directly from radar image without need to build scattering center model. So the accuracy of nonparametric methods is limited by the resolutions, ambiguity or errors of radar image. Parametric methods need first to build scattering center model and then estimate parameters of the model using optimization algorithms. Thus the accuracy of parametric methods is limited by the accuracy of the model used and the efficiency of the optimization algorithm itself. We used parametric methods, namely Genetic Algorithm [30] [31] [32] , to estimate parameters P, Q (Eq. (6) . The optimal solution is achieved when y tends to zero, in other words, MSE tends to zero and R(1, 2) approaches to 1, and they are required for both the comparison of (TFR o , TFR e ) and (
The sliding center model with estimated parameters are used to simulate the backscattered signal of the targets, and then the TFR signatures of the simulated backscattered signal are compared with the TFR signatures of the accurate backscattered field computed by estimated by OF5 are compared with that based on FE-BI-MLFMA computation in Fig. 11 , which clearly demonstrates excellent agreement between these two approaches.
CONCLUSIONS
Scattering center features analysis of targets with streamlined surface has been undertaken in this paper. It has been shown that the location of dominant scattering center on the curved surface which is largely responsible for the perpendicularly back-reflection by the curved surface slides with change of radar observation directions. The amplitude of sliding scattering center is related to the size of local surface contributing into the perpendicularly back reflecting; however it will be affected by the presence of other scattering sources situated nearby owing to the interaction between scattering sources. Based on the above conclusions, the corrected scattering model for target of smooth surface has been suggested. In this model, the location of scattering center is presented as a function of orientation and can be derived from the function expressing the surface of target; the amplitude of such a scattering center is approximated by a fractional polynomial function which has the ability of fitting any rational function, subject to polynomial orders and coefficients.
To validate the suggested scattering model, the estimation of parameters of the model has been implemented, and the TFR signatures of the simulated signal by this model have been compared with that of accurate backscattered signal computed by FE-BI-MLFMA, demonstrating excellent agreement.
APPENDIX A.
Solve the group of functions (A1) for each givenξ, we can obtain location vector (A2). 
where (x s , y s , z s ) is the solution of (A1).
APPENDIX B. 
Here hist indicates the intensity histogram of TFR o [33] .
